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INTRODUCTION
Why UOW for Rail Education 
The University of Wollongong’s (UOW) Faculty 
of Engineering and Information Sciences (EIS) 
has a world class reputation for developing 
industry-relevant, interactive and problem-
based education for the professional engineer. 
Our education programs for the rail industry are 
focused on providing the knowledge and skills 
to accelerate career development.  We have 
wide-reaching collaborations across the rail 
industry that include government transport and 
rail regulatory agencies in Australia and abroad. 
We are renowned for our innovative approaches 
to teaching and learning, and our degrees are 
tailored to suit the needs of busy industry 
professionals.

Rail Industry Experts and Inter-
Organisational Networks
UOW students enrolled in our engineering rail 
education courses are taught by staff who are 
at the forefront of their disciplines and fields of 
research, and by industry experts with extensive 
rail experience and expertise. Students and 
industry experts come together in workshops and 
discussion forums; they engage in an interactive 
learning environment that supports the 
development of high quality engineering skills 
which are in strong demand by the rail industry. 

What Our Graduates Offer the Rail 
Industry
Our engineering graduates play a critical role 
in tackling problems in the rail industry such as 
designing, constructing and maintaining rolling 
stock to meet local and industry requirements, 
developing and managing electrical traction 
network systems, and managing and maintaining 
assets in the rail sector. Our research students 
are at the forefront in rail noise mitigation, 
geotechnical and railway engineering research, 
as well as in areas of track stability and high-
speed rail testing. 

Cutting-Edge Rail Research
UOW’s Faculty of Engineering and Information 
Sciences is one of the most research intensive 
faculties in Australia and attracts the very best 
researchers and partnerships with universities 
and research institutions from around the 
world. Our rail research builds on Australian 
expertise in heavy haul, freight and passenger 
rail to develop innovative products for the world 
market, including those involving leading-
edge technologies. We have international and 
longstanding educational partnerships with 
MTRC in Hong Kong, UGL, MTM, Aurizon, ARTC 
among others, and several research linkages with 
universities in China, Europe and the USA, with a 
focus and expertise in rail-related research.

Explore our website and discover more about 
UOW and our strengths in education and 
research for the rail industry. 
http://eis.uow.edu.au/industry

 

Professor Chris Cook
Executive Dean
Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences 
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FACULTY SCHOOLS
• Civil, Mining and Environmental 

Engineering

• Mechanical, Materials and 
Mechatronics Engineering

• Electrical, Computer and 
Telecommunications Engineering

• Computer Science and Software 
Engineering

• Information Systems and Technologies

• Mathematics and Applied Statistics

• Physics

RESEARCH INSTITUTES AND 
CENTRES 

• ARC Centre of Excellence in 
Geotechnical Engineering

• Research Centre for Geotechnical and 
Railway Engineering 

• Rail Logistics Centre

• Bulk Materials Handling Centre   

• Engineering Manufacturing Institute

• BlueScope Metallurgy Research 
Centre

• Engineering Materials Institute

• Intelligent Polymer Research Institute

• Defence Materials Technology Centre

• Energy Pipelines CRC

• Institute for Superconducting and 
Electronic Materials

• Centre for Medical Radiation Physics

• Institute for Mathematics and its 
Applications

• Australian Power Quality and 
Reliability Centre

• Sustainable Buildings Research Centre

• SMART Infrastructure Facility

• Information and Communication 
Technology Research Institute

• Centre for Business and Social 
Innovation

• Decision Systems Laboratory

• National Institute for Applied Statistics 
Research Australia

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION
UOW’s SMART (Simulation, Modelling, Analysis, 
Research and Teaching) Infrastructure Facility 
runs master classes, seminars and workshops to 
bring together leading researchers and industry 
practitioners to deliver the most up-to-date 
thinking, knowledge and tools needed to improve 
policy and investment decision-making around 
infrastructure planning and management. 

By attending these programs you will broaden 
industry networks and keep abreast of the latest 
thinking and research data in infrastructure 
development.

Produced by SMART’s world class research 
leadership team, the Executive Development 
Program is open to both government and 
industry participation. To assist organisations 
deliver in-house learning, SMART can also be 
commissioned to develop programs that address 
specific needs. 

 
Andrew McCusker
Andrew McCusker is the Director of the Rail 
Logistics Group in UOW’s SMART (Simulation, 
Modelling, Analysis, Research and Teaching) 
Infrastructure Facility and former Operations 
Director of MTRC Hong Kong. He has more than 
forty years of senior industry experience within 
Defence, Water, Gas, Power and Railway. 

Andrew is past President and driving force 
in the establishment of the CoMET Group 
(an international benchmarking forum of the 
world’s top metro rail companies) and received 
recognition in Australia in 2007 when he was 
awarded the Australian Asset Management 
Council’s Steve Maxwell Leadership Award.

Rail Master Class
Andrew has been involved in the development of 
a number of Executive Development Programs 
at UOW, in particular a number of rail-specific 
master classes and workshops. In 2012 Andrew 
was involved in developing and co-presenting 
at “Creating a World Class Rail Organisation”, a 
Master Class aimed at senior and executive staff 
in rail-related organisations in both the private 
and government sectors.  

A number of key themes covered in the Rail 
Master Class include:

• The changing nature of rail service 
delivery

• What is higher performance? How is it 
developed and sustained?

• Managing capacity constraints

• Strategic asset management.

On completion of the Rail Master Class, 
attendees will be able to understand the 
holistic perspective of system management 
and recognise a whole-system approach in 
performance enhancement, appreciate the role 
of infrastructure investment stewardship and the 
definition of its success, analyse the performance 
of an organisation against its environment 
and develop methodologies to lead their 
organisations to achieve higher performance.

The Rail Master Class provides an opportunity to 
explore some of the major challenges facing the 
rail sector network with other professionals who 
share the same vision and challenges.

‘BROADEN INDUSTRY 
NETWORKS AND KEEP 
ABREAST OF THE LATEST 
THINKING AND RESEARCH 
DATA IN INFRASTRUCTURE 
DEVELOPMENT.’



POSTGRADUATE ONLINE 
COURSES FOR THE RAIL 
INDUSTRY 

To support the rapid development and evolving 
needs of industry, the Faculty of Engineering and 
Information Sciences offers interdisciplinary, 
career-oriented and online postgraduate 
engineering courses enhanced by strong industry 
links.

Industry Relevance 
These postgraduate industry courses maintain 
a firm focus on the current and future needs of 
industry and continuing education for engineers 
in the workforce. Our teaching is backed by 
leading research and industry experts exploring 
real-world problems in the fields of engineering 
asset management, rolling stock engineering, 
electrical traction networks, energy efficiency 
and bulk materials handling.

Career Development
Whether you want to qualify for a new profession, 
develop further in your current role or change 
to a career in rail, our specialised online 
postgraduate engineering courses can help you 
to gain a competitive edge in your professional 
and personal development. UOW can also 
deliver these courses as part of a corporate 
training package and expressions of interest are 
welcome.

Associate Professor Richard Dwight
Associate Professor Richard Dwight is the Course 
Coordinator of the Faculty’s three postgraduate 
programs for the rail industry in engineering 
asset management, rolling stock engineering and 
electrical traction networks. Richard has research 
interests in engineering asset management and 
railway engineering, and leads a major research 
program focused on railway noise funded by the 
CRC for Rail Innovation.

Richard has more than 25 years of experience in 
industry, including roles as investigation engineer 
and engineering manager. Richard’s research 
projects, conducted within the rail industry, 
include asset replacement modelling, asset 
management systems review and particularly 
maintenance requirements analysis.

Richard’s other research interests include 
rail noise, asset management system design, 
maintenance system simulation and modelling, 
organisational (specifically maintenance) 
performance measurement systems, safety 
analysis, determination of maintenance 
requirements and action intervals, quality 
management and documentation systems, and 
teaching and learning. He also leads a research 
program in engineering asset management for 
the Energy Pipelines CRC and is their Education 
Manager. 
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‘INTERDISCIPLINARY, 
CAREER-ORIENTED AND 
ONLINE POSTGRADUATE 
ENGINEERING COURSES 
ENHANCED BY STRONG 
INDUSTRY LINKS.’
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ENGINEERING ASSET 
MANAGEMENT
Engineering Asset Management has evolved 
into a recognised discipline and is driven by the 
rail industry. These courses draw on evolving 
International Standards and best practice to 
equip asset managers with the knowledge 
to make rational decisions concerning asset 
management within their companies and 
organisations.

UOW has a unique partnership with the 
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology 
Organisation (ANSTO), providing students 
with access to experts in the field of reliability 
engineering and system safety as part of their 
study program. 

The Engineering Asset Management courses 
have been uniquely designed for professionals 
to develop or enhance their skills in the 
strategic and tactical issues associated with the 
management of assets. The courses provide 
structured learning and development by taking 
a problem-based approach; they focus on 
evaluating potential solutions to challenges 
faced by organisations. The courses allow 
participants to explore the available knowledge 
relevant to specific issues arising in the practice 
of asset management.

The key areas covered include:

• risk management

• acquisition management

• design of maintenance regimes

• reliability and systems engineering

• resource planning

• design and management

• contract management

• management of people

• organisations and change, and 

• information systems.

Master of Engineering Asset Management 
The subjects in the Master of Engineering Asset 
Management program include:

• ENGG958 Life-Cycle and Risk 
Management

• ENGG960 Maintenance Requirements 
Analysis

• ENGG961 Systems Reliability 
Engineering

• ENGG953 Modelling of Engineering 
Management Systems

• ENGG956 Financial Management for 
Engineered Assets

• ENGG957 Project Implementation and 
Outsourcing

• For the remainder of the program you 
can choose from the following two 
options:

• ENGG959 Asset Management and 
System Design (A project based 
subject), and

• TBS903 Managing People in 
Organisations

or
• ENGG940 Dissertation (equivalent to 

two subjects)

Graduate Certificate in Engineering Assest 
Management 
A Graduate Certificate in Engineering Asset 
Management is also available and comprises:

• ENGG958 Life-Cycle and Risk 
Management

• ENGG960 Maintenance Requirements 
Analysis

• ENGG961 Systems Reliability 
Engineering

plus 
• one other subject chosen from the 

Master list above.

2014 Tuition Fee for Australian Students 
Cost per subject (1 subject = 6 credit points): 
$3048

Graduate Certificate in Engineering Asset 
Management (Full Program/24 cpts) 
4 subjects.
Total course fee $12,192 

Master of Engineering Asset Management (Full 
Program/48 cpts) 8 subjects or 6 subjects plus 
dissertation.
Total course fee $24,384

2014 Tuition Fee for International Students 
Cost per subject (1 subject = 6 credit points): 
$3675

Graduate Certificate in Engineering Asset 
Management (Full Program/24 cpts) 
4 subjects.
Total course fee $14,700

Master of Engineering Asset Management (Full 
Program/48 cpts) 
8 subjects or 6 subjects plus dissertation.
Total course fee $29,400

‘ACCESS TO EXPERTS IN 
THE FIELD OF RELIABILITY 
ENGINEERING AND 
SYSTEM SAFETY’
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ROLLING STOCK ENGINEERING
The rail industry is faced with increasing demand 
in both passenger and freight services. The 
amount of freight carried by rail is increasing, 
with the overall freight task in Australia, for 
example, expected to double by 2020. With 
the increase in fuel prices and environmental 
concerns, passenger rail travel is also increasing. 

The rail industry is faced with an additional, 
greater challenge: the current workforce is 
ageing and there is a shortage of skilled rolling 
stock engineers to take up the challenge of 
moving rail forward and into the future. The 
Rolling Stock Engineering program has been 
developed as a cooperative project between 
the University of Wollongong, Rail Innovation 
Australia and the rail industry to address these 
problems.

These courses are designed to provide further 
education for engineering graduates interested 
in pursuing a career as a rolling stock engineer 
involved in the design, construction, operation 
and maintenance sectors. They accelerate 
the career development process and produce 
graduates with the capabilities to practice 
as valuable members in a broad range of rail 
organisations.

The key areas covered (traction, vehicle design, 
safety and braking systems, dynamics and 
bogies) are supported by subjects on rolling 
stock environment and the design, construction 
and maintenance of rolling stock as an overall 
system. 

Our graduates are working in the rail industry for 
companies such as Downer EDI Rail, RailCorp, 
Bombardier, United Group Rail, WorleyParsons, 
Interfleet Technology, QR Limited, Aurizon, 
Department of Transport Victoria, TransAdelaide 
and VLine.

2014 Tuition Fee for Australian Students 
Cost per subject (1 subject = 6 credit points): 
$3306

Graduate Certificate in Rolling Stock Engineering 
(Full Program/24 cpts) 
4 subjects
Total course fee $13,224

The Master of Rolling Stock Engineering (Full 
Program/48 cpts)
6 subjects plus dissertation
Total course fee $26,448

2014 Tuition Fee for International Students 
Cost per subject (1 subject = 6 credit points): 
$3675

Graduate Certificate in Rolling Stock Engineering 
(Full Program/24 cpts) 
4 subjects.
Total course fee $14,700

The Master of Rolling Stock Engineering (Full 
Program/48 cpts) 
6 subjects plus dissertation.
Total course fee $29,400 

Master of Rolling Stock Engineering 
The Master of Rolling Stock Engineering can 
be completed over a period of two years. The 
subjects you will study include:

• ENGG924 Railway & Rolling Stock 
Environment

• ENGG925 Rail Motive Power

• ENGG926 Rail Vehicle Design

• ENGG927 Rolling Stock Safety & 
Braking Systems

• ENGG928 Rolling Stock Dynamics and 
Bogies

• ENGG929 Rolling Stock Design 
Construction & Maintenance

• ENGG940 Dissertation in rolling 
stock engineering (equivalent to two 
subjects).

Graduate Certificate in Rolling Stock 
Engineering 
The Graduate Certificate in Rolling Stock 
Engineering comprises four subjects. The Master 
of Rolling Stock Engineering follows on from the 
Graduate Certificate program and comprises an 
additional 3 subjects, including a dissertation 
project (equivalent to 2 subjects).  

A Graduate Certificate in Rolling Stock 
Engineering is also available and requires the 
completion of four of the following subjects:

• ENGG924 Railway & Rolling Stock 
Environment

• ENGG925 Rail Motive Power

• ENGG926 Rail Vehicle Design

• ENGG927 Rolling Stock Safety & 
Braking Systems

• ENGG928 Rolling Stock Dynamics and 
Bogies

‘PURSUING A CAREER 
AS A ROLLING STOCK 
ENGINEER INVOLVED 
IN THE DESIGN, 
CONSTRUCTION, 
OPERATION AND 
MAINTENANCE SECTORS’
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ELECTRICAL TRACTION 
NETWORKS
Master of Engineering (Electrical Traction 
Networks)
New course commencing February 2014.

The development of this course has been 
funded by the CRC for Rail Innovation under 
a partnership between the University of 
Wollongong, Central Queensland University and 
the industry partners of the CRC, in particular 
RailCorp, Queensland Rail and Metro Trains 
Melbourne.

Until now electrical traction networks engineers 
have advanced their knowledge through on-the-
job training. This new course will provide formal 
education and training for graduate engineers 
and other engineering staff who want to develop 
specialists’ skills and knowledge, and advance 
their career in electrical traction networks across 
a broad range of rail organisations. 

The course will also feature integrated 
presentations from recognised practising 
industry experts on specialist topics through a 
series of targeted workshops or communication 
sessions over the web. Targeted workshops 
will be used throughout the course to enhance 
communication and allow field work and contact 
with content experts. 

This is a part-time online Master program with 
two subjects offered each session that consists 
of 8 subjects (and may include as an elective a 
final research project over 2 sessions).  Course 
duration is two years if two subjects are taken 
per session.  Students choosing to study only 
one subject per session may have to follow 
a restricted course structure and this will 
inevitably extend the duration of the degree.

Course Outline
There are eight subjects in the program that 
include learning and assessment tasks, followed 
by examinations in the following areas:

Core
• ENGG971 Traction network operations, 

safety and standards

• ENGG972 Traction network interfaces

• ENGG973 Earthing, bonding, 
electrolysis and protection

• ENGG976 Traction power supply 
system design

• ENGG977 Traction network planning
Plus either:

• The 2 electives from the list below, 
and

• ENGG978 Professional project in 
traction engineering

Or
• 1 elective from the list below and 

• ENGG940 Dissertation (12cp)

Electives
• ENGG974 Traction system realisation 

and asset management

• ENGG975 Traction contact system 
design

While no subject is a prerequisite for another, 
it is expected that students complete Traction 
Network System Planning [ENGG977] after 
completing the other coursework subjects. There 
is a capstone subject: either Professional project 
in traction networks [ENGG978] or Dissertation 
[ENGG940], with the choice contingent on which 
electives are taken and which depends on a 
student’s background and career aspirations.

Electrical Traction Network students will acquire 
skills and knowledge including:

• AC and DC traction – specialist 
knowledge of traction switchgear 
& power electronics converter 
equipment including protection 
equipment and SCADA controlled 
equipment, EMF 

• Specialist earthing, bonding and 
lightning protection including 
knowledge of stray current mitigation 
and electrolysis

• Electrical traction network simulation 
and analysis

• Power quality including harmonics in 
DC traction systems 

• Reliability, statistical analysis and 
operations research 

• Substation design, transformers, and 
AC and DC circuit breakers

• Contact system design, focusing on 
overhead systems

• Condition monitoring of traction 
systems

• Safety and safety systems

• Fundamental knowledge applicable 
to any network, with practice in 
application to a specific network of 
relevance to them.

The Master of Engineering (Electrical Traction 
Networks) has been designed in conjunction with 
key industry experts who will also be involved in 
the delivery of the program.

2014 Tuition Fee for Australian Students 
Cost per subject (1 subject = 6 credit points): 
$3306

Master of Engineering (Electrical Traction 
Networks) 
6 subjects plus dissertation.
Total course fee $26,448

2014 Tuition Fee for International Students 
Cost per subject (1 subject = 6 credit points): 
$3675

Master of Engineering (Electrical Traction 
Networks) (Full Program/48 cpts) 
8 subjects or 6 subjects plus dissertation.
Total course fee $29,400

‘DEVELOP SPECIALISTS’ 
SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE, 
AND ADVANCE YOUR 
CAREER IN ELECTRICAL 
TRACTION NETWORKS’
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UOW STUDY RESOURCES FOR 
INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS 
AND MATURE AGE STUDENTS
 
We understand that some postgraduate students 
have not studied for a few years and may be 
nervous or concerned about expectations in 
regards to assessment tasks, exams and study. 
The University of Wollongong is very familiar 
with working with postgraduate students and 
busy professionals who have not studied for 
some years.  We have many resources available 
to help make the transition back into studying 
easier for mature-age students, and our lecturers 
are proficient in dealing with students from all 
different cultures and learning backgrounds. 

We also offer a mentoring service to those 
students new to the rail industry. 

UOW CAPABILITIES IN RAIL 
RESEARCH

The University of Wollongong (UOW) has a 
distinguished engineering research reputation, 
particularly in collaboration with industry, both 
in Australia and internationally. This world-class 
research has led to the creation of a number 
of Centres of Excellence, which has attracted 
a critical mass of researchers engaged in 
significant, well-funded projects with superior 
equipment infrastructure. 

This concentration of high quality research has 
ensured that the Faculty of Engineering is part of 
the GO8 - Group of Eight Engineering Associate, 
one of the top research faculties in Australia.
UOW Faculty of Engineering and Information 
Sciences has a world class reputation 
for excellence in rail research and strong 
collaborations with the rail industry including 
government transport and rail regulatory 
agencies, and with international manufacturers. 
Our rail-related research centres include the 
ARC Centre of Excellence in Geotechnical 
Engineering, Research Centre for Geotechnical 
and Railway Engineering, Rail Logistics Centre 
and the Bulk Materials Handling Centre, among 
many others.

UOW rail research seeks to bring together 
key groups involved in the development of 
internationally applicable environmental 
technologies. We have international and 
longstanding partnerships with MTRC in Hong 
Kong, and several rail-research linkages with 
universities in China, Europe and the USA.

We offer postgraduate online degrees for the rail 
industry with integrated research components 
in Engineering Asset Management, Rolling 
Stock Engineering, and Electrical Traction 
Networks. UOW has strengths in areas such as 
track stability, noise control, materials, welding 
and joining, and bulk materials handling for the 
freight rail industry. 

Rail Laboratories of UOW Rail Research
• Materials testing (electron 

microscopes, tribology, surface 
engineering, sharpie testing, wear 
testing)

• High speed train track stability rig lab

• Automation and robotic equipment 
labs 

• Substantial workshops for prototyping 
etc. 

Practical Applications of UOW Rail Research
UOW has built Australia’s first multi-axis 
high speed rail testing facility which allows 
investigation of track stability under high speed 
conditions. UOW’s tribology, high-speed bearings 
and materials capabilities enable us help develop 
new technologies for high speed rail, mechanical 
design, and fatigue and life cycle testing within 
a framework of more marginal soils and climate 
change.

We develop replacement solutions for light 
rail manufacturing and for retrofitting existing 
out-dated technologies using robotics in 
manufacturing automation and through materials 
engineering – most notably with steels. We seek 
to improve the productivity of manufacturers, 
especially SME’s by using light metals, and 
designing better materials for optimal retrofitting 
or replacement of key components to extend 
asset life, and by developing cost-effective 
automation and robotic techniques. 

UOW has recently developed a software tool in 
conjunction with the CRC for Rail Innovation that 
now provides rail engineers with more accurate 
and cost effective ways to improve track stability, 
extend ballast life and reduce track maintenance.
Examples of our applied research include: 
Life Cycle Management of Railway Bridges; 
Enhanced Rail Noise Mitigation and Management 
Approaches for the Australian Rail Industry; 
and Asset Management – Traction Motor Life 
Estimation with MTR Hong Kong.

Benefiting the Future of Australian and 
International Rail Communities
Our SMART (Simulation, Modelling, Analysis, 
Research and Teaching) Infrastructure Facility 
is increasingly involved with modelling the 
interaction between urban design, behaviour 
of populations and the effect that transport 
has on social behaviour and sustainability, and 
their interactions. This is particularly important 
for light rail design and its operation in cities, 
especially for those rapidly expanding networks 
in Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane. 

SMART is active in crowd control and transport 
simulation and has carried out considerable 
commercially funded R&D in capacity modelling, 
optimising train paths etc. This will be in high 
demand in the future as the impact of alternative 
scenarios and interactions between passenger 
and heavy haulage, high speed and conventional 
operations must be understood to avoid wasting 
infrastructure investment. 

We are seeking to develop a test track facility 
to enable improved testing and adoption of new 
technologies. Such facilities enables testing 
and benchmarking of track stability techniques, 
wear rates for different steels, R&D into dynamic 
behaviours under practical conditions, fatigue 
testing, signalling and digital control and 
communications systems; it provides a significant 
‘safe’ facility for training programs in all areas 
related to rail.

‘TRACK STABILITY, NOISE 
CONTROL, MATERIALS, 
WELDING AND JOINING, 
AND BULK MATERIALS 
HANDLING FOR THE 
FREIGHT RAIL INDUSTRY’



‘INDUSTRY-RELEVANT, 
INTERACTIVE AND 
PROBLEM-BASED 
EDUCATION FOR 
THE PROFESSIONAL 
ENGINEER.’

CONTACT DETAILS 
For further information about UOW rail industry 
education programs, testing facilities and 
opportunities for commissioned research, please 
contact:

Rachel Weine
Industry Liaison Officer
Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences 

University of Wollongong NSW 2522
T 02 4221 4566
M 0439 262 911
W eis.uow.edu.au/industry
    

Disclaimer: The University of Wollongong attempts to ensure 
the information contained in this publication is correct at the 
time of publication (November 2013). However, sections may 
be amended without notice by the University in response to 
changing circumstances or for any other reason. 

Check with the University at the time of application/
enrolment for any updated information. 
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